The reaction 16 O + 208 Pb is a benchmark in nuclear reaction studies as it involves two doubly magic nuclei. New measurements of back-scattered projectile-like fragments at sub-barrier energies show that the probability of two-proton (2p) transfer is much larger than that of α-particle transfer. At energies around the fusion barrier the probability for 2p transfer is ∼10%, similar to that for one-proton transfer. The 2p transfer probabilities are enhanced by up to an order of magnitude compared to calculations based on an independent particle picture as simulated by the fully microscopic time-dependent Hartree-Fock model (TDHF). Since beyond mean-field correlations like nucleon pairing are not included in the TDHF model, the enhancement indicates strong pairing correlations between the transferred protons. 2p transfer leads to excitation energies (most likely in the target-like nucleus) up to ∼13 MeV, indicating that it may represent an effective doorway for the dissipation of energy and thus provide a microscopic mechanism toward understanding the inhibition of fusion and energies both above and below the barrier.
I. INTRODUCTION
Collisions of heavy ions at energies well below and close to the fusion barrier are entirely driven by quantum mechanics. For example, sub-barrier fusion occurs through quantum tunneling of the projectile nucleus through the fusion barrier. This process in turn is affected by the internal structure of the collision partners [1] . Coupled reaction channels calculations that consider colliding nuclei to be in a coherent superposition of their intrinsic states are very successful in describing fusion at energies around the fusion barrier. However, at deep sub-barrier energies, measured fusion probabilities are often significantly lower than those predicted by coupled reaction channels calculations using standard Woods-Saxon potentials [2] [3] [4] [5] . This suppression of tunneling at deep sub-barrier energies has been observed in a range of different reactions and has been the source of ongoing discussions, triggering a renewed interest in understanding the details of reaction mechanisms at sub-barrier energies [6] [7] [8] [9] . At above-barrier energies fusion cross sections also lie significantly below standard coupled-channels calculations [4, 10] . This abovebarrier fusion suppression was analyzed for different reactions [10] and was found to increase with the charge product of the colliding nuclei. Quasi-elastic scattering, generally understood to include inelastic scattering and few-nucleon transfer to low-lying states in the residual nuclei, has proven to be a useful tool to investigate the interplay of different processes at sub-barrier energies (see, e.g., [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] ). Measurements of the individual projectile-like fragment (PLF) yields provide insight into the different underlying peripheral reaction processes. Among the possible quasi-elastic reaction processes that can affect fusion, transfer of more than one nucleon is certainly the least well understood process and constitutes an important task to be described both experimentally and theoretically.
The distinction between sequential and cluster transfer is a great challenge, not only in nuclear physics [18] but also in electron transfer between ions or atomic cluster collisions [19] . In nuclear collisions, the transfer of a cluster of nucleons is a clear signature of correlations between the transferred nucleons affecting the dynamics. Pairing between nucleons of the same isospin (i.e., proton-proton and neutron-neutron pairing) as well as α-particle clustering have been considered as the most important correlations affecting multinucleon transfer [18] . Measurements of transfer probabilities in various reactions at energies near the fusion barrier have therefore been utilized to investigate the role of pairing correlations between the transferred nucleons. Pairing correlations are believed to lead to a significant enhancement of pair and multipair transfer probabilities [18, [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] . Frequently related to the phenomenon of pairing correlations is the nuclear Josephson effect [25] , which is understood as the tunneling of nucleon pairs (i.e., nuclear Cooper pairs) through a time-dependent barrier at energies near but below the fusion barrier. This effect is believed to be similar to that of a supercurrent between two superconductors separated by an insulator. An enhancement of the transfer probability at sub-barrier energies may therefore be related to the tunneling of Cooper pairs from one superfluid nucleus to the other [18] .
With respect to the effect of transfer on fusion, there is as yet no understanding of a mechanism by which multinucleon transfer to low-lying states could suppress fusion, either below or above the barrier. However, it has been argued [10, 26] that the suppression of fusion above the barrier can be associated with deep inelastic collisions (DICs), which can result in highly excited projectile-like and/or target-like nuclei through the dissipation of kinetic energy into the internal nucleonic degrees of freedom of the residual nuclei, already at nuclear separations outside the fusion barrier. Measurements of these DIC products [23, 27] show that both energy dissipation and nucleon transfer are important and related to each other. We expect in reality a smooth transition from nucleon transfer to low-lying discrete states in quasi-elastic scattering on one end to (multi)nucleon transfer leading to energy dissipation in DICs at energies above the barrier on the other end. From a classical (or semiclassical) point of view, the dissipation of energy will result in some trajectories failing to overcome the fusion barrier and thus to a suppression of fusion. However, it is not clear whether the concept of energy dissipation is significant in reactions involving lighter nuclei, such as 16 O + 208 Pb. It is thus uncertain which mechanism(s) might be responsible for the observed suppression of fusion in this reaction [4] .
The reaction 16 O + 208 Pb can be considered a benchmark in low-energy heavy-ion collisions [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] . In the independent particle shell model, both nuclei are doubly magic with a closed shell of protons and neutrons. Both nuclei have a large energy gap to the next unoccupied shell. Hence it might be expected that the occupancy of states below the Fermi surface should be essentially unity. However, one-and two-proton knockout measurements on 16 O through inelastic electron scattering show a reduction of the spectroscopic factors of single-particle states in 16 O just below the Fermi surface [36] [37] [38] . This indicates that nucleon correlations play an important role even in the structure of 16 O. Indeed, 16 O is a good candidate for α clustering, and α condensates have been predicted [39] and successfully studied experimentally [40, 41] .
The measurement of transfer reactions themselves is a natural approach to investigate such correlations. Measurements probing different transfer channels for the 16 O + 208 Pb reaction exist [34, 42] , however mostly at energies near and well above the fusion barrier. It was commonly expected that the dominant transfer process involving the exchange of two charged nucleons at energies near the fusion barrier should be α-particle transfer, through the stripping reaction 208 Pb( 16 O, 12 C) 212 Po [28] - [30] . This expectation was based on the large α-particle binding energy [28] - [31] and is supported by the observed α condensation in 16 O. Although two-proton (2p) transfer in the stripping reaction 208 Pb( 16 O, 14 C) 210 Po was measured at energies well above the fusion barrier [32] [33] [34] , relative probabilities for α-particle and 2p transfer were not obtained. The difficulties commonly associated with the description of charged nucleon transfer [11, 43] have led 2p and α-particle transfer to remain an enigma in nuclear collision studies over the past decades, and no global predictive model exists to our knowledge. This paper presents evidence that (i) Z = 2 transfer probabilities are large in the reaction 16 O + 208 Pb at energies below and near the fusion barrier [∼10% at beam energies near the fusion barrier, similar to those for one-proton (1p) transfer], (ii) 2p stripping (and not α-particle transfer) is the dominant Z = 2 transfer process at these energies, (iii) the probabilities for 2p transfer are significantly enhanced compared to calculations based on the time-dependent HartreeFock (TDHF) theory for the transfer of uncorrelated protons, and (iv) 2p transfer leads to excitation energies (most likely in the target-like nucleus) as high as ∼13 MeV at beam energies near, but still below, the fusion barrier. Results in this paper show that experimental and theoretical work on multinucleon transfer, particularly cluster transfer, in heavy-ion collisions may be a key toward developing a complete understanding of both fusion and reflected flux in low-energy heavy-ion collisions.
II. MEASUREMENTS AND ANALYSIS
Measurements were carried out using the 14UD electrostatic accelerator of the Heavy-Ion Accelerator Facility at the Australian National University. Beams of 16 O were incident on a 208 PbS target with a thickness of 100 μg/cm 2 , evaporated onto a 15 μg/cm 2 C backing, facing downstream. Two Si detectors (monitors) positioned at ±30
• were used to normalize the back-scattered events to the Rutherford cross section. Using a Si detector located at a backward angle of θ lab = 162
• the energy E Si of the back-scattered PLFs was recorded (energy FWHM ∼0.6 MeV). A typical energy spectrum for a measurement at a beam energy corresponding to E c.m. /V B = 0.98 is shown in the top panel of Fig. 1 , where V B = 74.5 MeV is the experimental average fusion barrier energy [44] . Events are shown as a function of the total kinetic energy loss (TKEL), where the peak at TKEL = 0 corresponds to elastically scattered 16 O particles. To resolve the different peripheral reaction processes and minimize background events, subsequent measurements recorded the PLFs using a detector telescope consisting of a propane-gas-filled ionization chamber and a Si detector, located at the same backward angle. Using this setup the energy E Si and energy loss E gas of the PLFs were recorded. A typical two-dimensional spectrum at a beam energy corresponding to E c.m. /V B = 0.98 is shown in the top panel of Fig. 2 . The three distinct regions correspond to oxygen, nitrogen, and carbon PLFs, which are associated with the transfer of Z = 0, 1, and 2 units of charge. The main peak at E Si ∼ 50 MeV corresponds to elastically scattered 16 O particles. Events resulting from the transfer of three or more charged nucleons ( Z 3) were not observed at sub-barrier energies.
A. Isotopic identification of Z = 2 PLFs
In order to understand the Z = 2 transfer mechanisms, an identification of the dominant Z = 2 transfer process is important. Reaction Q values for 2p and α-particle stripping are too similar to allow separation of these processes solely based on kinematic considerations, as could be done for the 1p , and carbon (Z = 6) PLFs to the total E Si spectrum. Separation of these events was achieved using a E−E detector telescope (see text). In the bottom three panels, TKEL values have been converted to excitation energies E x , assuming elastic scattering (for Z = 8), 1p stripping (for Z = 7), and 2p stripping (for Z = 6). and 1p1n stripping reactions (see Table I ). However, 12 C and 14 C ions lose a different amount of energy E gas in the gas of the detector telescope. For measurements near the fusion barrier, the difference in energy loss for the 12 C and 14 C PLFs was calculated to be ∼0.5 MeV. The dashed curves in Fig. 2 show the calculated energy losses for the carbon isotopes 12,13,14 C, using the code STROP3, which uses stopping power values from Ref. [46] . The locus of the majority of the measured Z = 2 events in the top panel of the figure coincides with the energy-loss curve for 14 C. This suggests that the majority of Z = 2 events originate from the 2p transfer reaction leading to 14 C, with a secondary contribution from 2p1n and α(≡ 2p2n)-particle transfer. However, the unique identification of events with a particular transfer Bottom panel: E gas −E Si spectrum for the scattering measurement of 12 C with a thick 181 Ta target during the same experiment at the indicated energy, giving an experimental 12 C energy-loss curve for the detector telescope, which is well reproduced by the calculated energy-loss curve for 12 C (see text).
process depends critically on the accuracy of the energy-loss calculations, which in turn depend on the correct modeling of the detector and the accuracy of the stopping power tables used.
To determine the accuracy of the calculated energy-loss curves (as shown in Fig. 2 ), in the same experiment we used beams of 12, 13 C, scattered from a thick tantalum target to give experimental energy-loss curves for the detector telescope. These measurements were reproduced extremely well by the STROP3 calculations. This is illustrated by the comparison of the experimental energy losses for the elastically scattered 12 C particles with those calculated, shown in the bottom panel of Fig. 2 .
Based on the energy-loss calculations, a new quantity, the relative energy loss E rel , was then defined. This corresponds to the difference between the measured energy loss of the Z = 2 PLFs and the calculated energy loss of 14 C. The E rel spectrum is essentially independent of differences in kinetic energy of the PLFs, thus presenting a useful tool for (i) identifying the dominant transfer processes and (ii) determining their corresponding absolute probabilities integrated over all final states in the residual nuclei. Figure 3 shows the E rel spectra for the measured elastically scattered 12 C and 054614-3 Fig. 2 . The relative-energy-loss spectrum for the Z = 2 transfer events measured in the 16 O induced reaction is shown by the thick histogram in Fig. 3 for an incident 16 ) for an incident oxygen beam on a lead target at the indicated energy. Histograms of the relative energy losses for the elastic scattering measurements using beams of 12 C and 13 C made during the same experiment are shown by the green and red shaded areas, respectively. The Gaussian fits (dotted curves) correspond to 2p, 2p1n, and α-particle transfer leading to 14 C, 13 
B. Transfer probabilities
The experimental transfer probability for a process i is given by
where N i are the number of transfer events for process i, N Ruth is the number of Rutherford scattering events, and N is the absolute normalization constant. N Ruth is given by the total number of counts in the two forward angle detectors for each energy. Overall normalization N of the probabilities was achieved following the procedure detailed in Ref. [48] .
Element separation
For measurements with the E gas −E Si detector telescope, transfer events for processes with different Z were extracted by gating on the particular region of interest in the E gas −E Si spectra. For measurements where only a Si detector was used, transfer probabilities for processes leading to PLFs with different Z could still be extracted due to the well-separated reaction Q values for the predominant transfer processes (as determined by our measurements and previous work) in the reaction 16 O + 208 Pb (see Table I ). The reliability of this method is demonstrated in the bottom three panels of Fig. 1 , where individual energy spectra of events corresponding to identified oxygen, nitrogen, and carbon particles are shown. TKEL values were converted to excitation energies (corresponding to excited states in either the projectile-like or target-like fragment), by assuming elastic scattering for the oxygen, 1p stripping for the nitrogen, and 2p stripping for the carbon PLFs. It is clear from the individual energy spectra in the figure that, while excitation energies are as high as ∼13 MeV, the overlap in TKEL of different PLFs is small. This illustrates that events in different energy intervals in the TKEL energy spectra correspond to transfer processes with different Z values. Thus (for measurements without the gas detector) transfer probabilities were extracted by integrating the number of counts in the TKEL spectra in a fixed energy interval.
Probabilities for the Z = 1 (1p stripping) and Z = 2 transfer events are shown in Fig. 4 by the filled square and diamond symbols, respectively. The transfer probabilities are plotted as a function of the distance of closest approach, r min , assuming a trajectory in a Coulomb plus nuclear potential. A Woods-Saxon parametrization of the nuclear potential was used:
where the parameters V 0 = 80.0 MeV, r 0 = 1.191 fm, and a 0 = 0.671 fm were determined from an analysis of the the total quasi-elastic scattering and the 208 Pb(3 − ) excitation function within a coupled-channels framework as described [34] . The smaller open square and diamond symbols are unpublished measurements for N (blue) and C PLFs (black) from Timmers [47] . The asymptotic behaviors for the 1p transfer probability P 1p and purely sequential 2p transfer P 2p = (P 1p ) 2 are shown by the dotted lines (see text). The red dashed curve shows the fusion barrier penetrability (sub-barrier fusion probability) as calculated with the coupled-channels code CCFULL. The vertical dashed line indicates the average barrier radius r B , corresponding to the experimental average fusion barrier energy V B = 74.5 MeV [44] .
in Refs. [15, 48] . At energies well below the fusion barrier, r min approaches the minimum distance under the assumption of a pure Coulomb trajectory [49] given by
where Z p and Z t are the atomic numbers of projectile and target nucleus, and E c.m. and θ c.m. are the energy and scattering angle in the center-of-mass frame, respectively. As the energy increases r min becomes smaller than r Coul min due to the attractive nuclear potential.
The absolute probabilities agree very well with earlier unpublished measurements made at the Australian National University from Ref. [47] , which are shown by the open square and diamond symbols for the N and C PLFs, respectively. Measurements also exist [34] for N and C PLFs at an energy around the fusion barrier (corresponding to r min ∼ 12.1 fm). These are shown in Fig. 4 by the large open square and diamond symbols, respectively, which are also in excellent agreement. Since neither measurement allowed a separation in mass of the PLFs, as discussed in the introduction, it was commonly assumed that α-particle transfer was the dominant Z = 2 transfer process [28] [29] [30] [31] . The flattening of the radial dependence seen in all measurements at energies (radial separations) close to the barrier can be associated with the absorption of flux due to sub-barrier fusion. A coupled-channels calculation of the probability for tunneling (penetrability) using the code CCFULL [50] is shown by the dashed curve in Fig. 4 . Parameters for the real and imaginary potentials as well as coupling potentials were taken from Ref. [48] .
Isotope separation
Contributions to the total Z = 2 transfer probability from 2p, 2p1n, and α-particle transfer were extracted by fitting a three-Gaussian distribution to the E rel spectrum (see Fig. 3 ). The width of each individual Gaussian is fixed to the value of the width of the Gaussian-shaped elastically scattered 12 C distribution (green histogram in Fig. 3) , and the relative energy losses among the three C isotopes are fixed to the values of the calculated energy losses for these particles. In Fig. 3 the envelope of the three-Gaussian fit is shown by the black solid curve, and the individual Gaussian components by the black dotted curves. Absolute probabilities for each Z = 2 transfer process were then obtained by evaluating the integral of the individual Gaussian functions of the three-Gaussian distribution and normalizing the sum of the three transfer probability components to the measured total Z = 2 transfer probability.
Extracted 211 Po are not shown since they are ∼10 times smaller than those for α-particle transfer (see Fig. 3 ). At sub-barrier energies, 2p transfer (orange triangles in Fig. 4) is the dominant process. α-particle transfer probabilities (green triangles) are smaller by a factor of ∼2 − 4 compared to those of 2p transfer. The difference in probabilities between 2p and α-particle transfer increases with increasing beam energy and is largest at E c.m. /V B ∼ 1.0 (P 2p ∼ 4 × 10 −2 , P α ∼ 1 × 10 −2 ). It is interesting to note that absolute probabilities for 1p, 2p, and α-particle transfer at energies corresponding to 0.95 E c.m. /V B 1.00 (13.3 r min 12.4 fm) are comparable to the probability for populating the first excited state in 208 Pb (the octupole vibrational state at excitation energy 2.615 MeV. This shows that a consistent description of both inelastic and transfer channels within coupled-channels models may already be important at energies well below the fusion barrier in this reaction.
C. Transfer mechanisms
Insights into the transfer mechanisms and the significance of pairing correlations may be obtained by investigating the radial dependence of the transfer form factor at large separation distances (i.e., for r min > r B , where r B is the fusion barrier radius corresponding to the average fusion barrier energy V B ). The asymptotic behavior of the probability for transfer process i integrated over all final states of the residual nuclei is given by [18, 23] 
where κ i is the slope parameter for transfer process i. In the case of neutron transfer, the slope parameter κ i can be simply related to the binding energy of the transferred neutron. For charged particle transfer this relation is more complex; however, final-state integrated transfer probabilities for charged particle transfer may be treated within the same semiclassical framework giving rise to Eq. (2) (see Ref. [11] ). The asymptotic behavior for 1p transfer (P 1p ) was obtained by fitting the experimental data in Fig. 4 with a function of the form given by Eq. (2) in the region 13.0 r min 14.5 fm and is shown by the dotted blue line in Fig. 4 . In the absence of pairing correlations between the transferred nucleons, the probability for sequential two-nucleon transfer can be estimated by the square of the single-nucleon transfer probabilities. The resulting transfer probabilities for sequential uncorrelated 2p transfer (P 1p ) 2 are shown by the dotted orange line in Fig. 4 . A significant enhancement of the observed 2p transfer probability is observed, by about one order of magnitude, indicating that 2p transfer does not follow the (simplistic) semiclassical picture of sequential transfer.
Comparison with TDHF calculations
Let us now compare the experimental data with purely sequential transfer predictions extracted from TDHF calculations of the two colliding nuclei. Both nuclei are initially in their Hartree-Fock ground state. The TDHF3D code developed by Bonche et al. [51] was used with a full Skyrme-type interaction [52] . The TDHF model is based on the independent particle picture and thus implicitly includes all single-particle excitations in the projectile-and target-like nuclei. The calculation of probabilities for transfer processes with different Z is possible using a particle number projection technique on the projectile-like fragment [35] . These calculated TDHF transfer probabilities are automatically integrated over all final states in the residual nuclei. Since two-particle correlations are not included in the TDHF model, any deviation of the experimental data from the TDHF predictions could be attributed to an effect of such correlations. Thus a comparison of calculated and experimental probabilities for Z = 1 and Z = 2 transfer allows an estimate of the contribution from correlated nucleon transfer to the observed Z = 2 transfer excitation function.
Results for the Z = 1 (1p stripping) and Z = 2 (2p and α-particle stripping) transfer probabilities are presented in Fig. 5 . The energy dependence of the TDHF calculations agree very well with Z = 1 transfer probabilities, albeit that the TDHF calculations over-predict the Z = 1 transfer excitation function by a factor of ∼2. In contrast, for 2p and α-particle transfer, the measured Z = 2 probabilities are much higher than the TDHF calculations (P . This can be understood by the fact that the probability for transferring a proton from the projectile-like to the target-like nucleus may change significantly after the transfer of the first proton. The change in the 1p transfer probability depends on the change in the Q value, kinematics, and different nuclear structure of the interacting nuclei. The divergence of the TDHF calculations from the measured transfer probabilities at energies close to the barrier occurs because sub-barrier fusion (which is not present in the TDHF model) becomes non-negligible at energies closer to the fusion barrier. The CCFULL fusion barrier penetrability is again shown by the dashed curve in Fig. 5 . It is important to note that the fusion barrier predicted by the TDHF model [35] , V TDHF B = 74.44 ± 0.005 MeV, is almost identical to the experimental average barrier of V B = 74.5 MeV [44] .
Concluding the discussion of transfer probabilities, we have measured the Z = 1 (1p stripping) and Z = 2 (2p and α-particle stripping) transfer probabilities for the reaction 16 O + 208 Pb down to energies well below the fusion barrier. It was found that 2p transfer is the dominant Z = 2 transfer process, at least down to energies corresponding to E c.m. /V B ∼ 0.9. The 2p transfer probability reaches a maximum of ∼10% at a beam energy around the fusion barrier energy. It is enhanced by a factor of ∼10 at sub-barrier energies compared to predictions based on the independent particle pictures simulated with the fully microscopic time-dependent Hartree-Fock model. While single-particle excitations in the projectile-and target-like nuclei are implicitly included in the TDHF calculations, two-nucleon correlations are beyond the TDHF model space. Thus the observed strong enhancement of the Z = 2 transfer probabilities on one side, and the hindrance of the Z = 1 transfer probabilities on the other side, indicate a strong pairing correlation between the two transferred protons. While the enhancement of the 2p transfer probabilities is consistent with measurements for 16 O-induced reactions on closed neutron-shell and open proton-shell targets at energies near and above the fusion barrier [43] , the significance of 2p transfer already at energies well below the fusion barrier demonstrates that pairing correlations in 16 O play an important role in reaction mechanisms.
III. EXCITATION ENERGIES
Excitation energy spectra for PLFs resulting from transfer with Z = 0, 1, and 2 were derived as explained in Sec. II and are shown in Fig. 1 for a beam energy corresponding to E c.m. /V B = 0.98. For Z = 0 and Z = 1 most of the intensity lies in discrete peaks that can be identified with one or more excited states in the two residual nuclei. In contrast, for Z = 2 the situation is different. Excitation energies extend to ∼13 MeV, and the spectrum shows a continuum-like structure instead of clearly identifiable discrete peaks. This structure is visible for all measurements at sub-barrier energies, the maximum of which moves toward larger excitation energies for higher beam energies. This shift occurs at a faster rate than is predicted from optimum Q-value considerations. The Z = 2 excitation energy spectra show that correlated 2p transfer leads to the population of highly excited states in the residual nuclei.
In collisions at above-barrier energies the population of highly excited states via DICs is widely understood as the dissipation of kinetic energy into the internal nucleonic degrees of freedom of the residual nuclei. The strong population of highly excited states at sub-barrier energies therefore poses the question of whether a treatment of the processes leading to these highly excited states within the coupled channels framework will lead to a correct description of sub-barrier collisions, or if instead the dissipation of energy to nucleonic degrees of freedom already at sub-barrier energies needs to be taken into account.
IV. CONCLUSION
Measurements presented in this work show that in the reaction 16 O + 208 Pb correlated 2p transfer occurs with a significant probability. The probability is comparable to that for 1p transfer and for populating the first excited state in 208 Pb. Following 2p transfer, the residual nuclei are left in highly excited states. The measurements and results presented are a step toward a full and consistent understanding of transfer processes in themselves and their relationship with other reaction processes such as deep inelastic collisions and fusion. It has been a challenge for many decades to simultaneously reproduce all observables related to individual reaction processes (elastic scattering, transfer, fusion, etc.) for the 16 O + 208 Pb reaction at sub-and near-barrier energies. It has been suggested that the observed hindrance of fusion at deep sub-barrier energies [4] may be related to irreversible reaction processes, suppressing the tunneling probability. Recent results based on fully microscopic reaction model calculations suggest that a realistic description of particle transfer at energies below the barrier involves the inclusion of reversible fluctuations of the number of nucleons in each nucleus, particle correlations, and irreversible dissipation [53] [54] [55] . However, a microscopic theory including also sub-barrier fusion is still unavailable, and only coupled-channels approaches are currently able to describe all reaction channels simultaneously around the fusion barrier. Thus in a first step we believe that results presented in this work will provide crucial input parameters for developing an improved phenomenological model to allow the simultaneous description of all reaction processes at energies well below and above the fusion barrier energy.
